Q

uito, City of Contrasts: Pululahua Crater, Ciudad
Mitad del Mundo & Intiñán Museum

We start our day heading toward the western valley of San Antonio, where the Geobotanic Pululahua
Reserve is our first stop, place to look up the volcanic domes and landscaping that belonged to the
Pululahua volcano eruptions, which lush valley is considered one of the two inhabited craters in the world!;
Later in “Ciudad Mitad del Mundo” project, get the opportunity to take a picture of “The World Monument”,
stamping feet at the equator line or amazed yourself of the “real shape of the world” as well as the time for
you to stroll the representation of the city, green areas, craft shops and souvenirs of the place as much as of
our country. In the other hand, “The Inti Ñan Museum” allows visitors in situ to immerse into our culture by
combining original and replica of indigenous buildings and beliefs; place where you could participate on
demonstrations of phenomena that occur in nature influenced by the Equator

ITINERARY
We start our day heading toward the western valley
of San Antonio, where the Geobotanic Pululahua
Reserve is our first stop, place to look up the volcanic
domes and landscaping that belonged to the
Pululahua volcano eruptions, which lush valley is
considered one of the two inhabited craters in the
world!; Later in “Ciudad Mitad del Mundo” project,
get the opportunity to take a picture of “The World
Monument”, stamping feet at the equator line or
amazed yourself of the “real shape of the world” as
well as the time for you to stroll the representation of
the city, green areas, craft shops and souvenirs of
the place as much as of our country. In the other
hand, “The Inti Ñan Museum” allows visitors in situ to
immerse into our culture by combining original and
replica of indigenous buildings and beliefs; place
where you could participate on demonstrations of
phenomena that occur in nature influenced by the
Equator.

SERVICES:
INCLUSIONS:
– Private
Transportation, Bilin
gual Guide
(Spanish-English),
Local taxes

EXCLUSIONS:
– Entrance Fees,
Lunch, Tips, Drinks,
Personal expenses
and any other
service not
mentioned herein.

PRIVATE (MIN. 2 PAX):

$84
per person

*5% off cash payment
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